First and foremost, Rey Mellomida is a Family Man. He
believes parenting is the most important job of all
because how we raise our children, will eventually
determine the outcome and the future of the human
race.
Rey is an Author and Self-Publishes his own work,
in which he writes about the many LifeTips he has
learned and discovered in life to help and to give our
Children the LifeTools they need to Thrive, not just
survive.
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Rey is also a Mentor and Life Coach to the young adults,
they are our leaders and the future of this world after all.

Rey has also been a Public Speaker and Trainer for various local, national
and international groups for many different networking companies.
He enlisted in the US Navy right out of high school and dedicated 25 years
in the military. He saved the Navy thousands of dollars fixing various
machineries and equipment that was not functioning for months, and some
equipment that were inoperable for over four years. But it only took Rey a
couple of weeks to fix and others only took a couple of days. He even fixed
a Navy SEAL attack boat that didn’t have full functionality for over a year.
These and many other great skills and acumen that Rey possesses earned him
Sailor of the Quarter and Sailor of Year numerous times.
While in the Navy Reserves, Rey worked for United Parcel Service for 16
years. He started out as a loader/unloader and quickly promoted to
Supervisor, then became a Technician and eventually promoted to an IT
Specialist and an IT Supervisor in record time. Rey created systems which
saved UPS thousands of dollars. While working in the Napa Center he created
a training program that allowed brand new loaders to be able to load three
package vehicles on their own in just 3 days. While running the Preload
operation, Napa was the #1 UPS Center in the entire district four years in
a row, until he transferred to the IT Department. As an IT, Rey created an
online messaging and communication system for the technicians. He also
created a district-wide reporting system for the Managers. The system saved
the managers hundreds of man-hours every month that it was adopted and made
into the standard reporting system for the entire UPS Company.
Right before retiring from the US Navy in 2008, Rey passed the Real Estate
exam and have been since, a Real Estate Consultant in the state of California.
He helped families become home owners and helped investors acquire real
estate rentals to add to their portfolio. And after just a couple of years
or so in Real Estate, Rey partnered with his ex-wife (a lender) to create a
system that allowed all his buyers to purchase a home and closed the deals
within just 30 days, some in just 15 days.
Rey has come a long way. At eleven years old when his family migrated to
California from the Philippines, he was timid, shy, had no confidence
whatsoever and he barely spoke English. Since then, he has traveled the
world, experienced life, accomplished many great things and helped people
along the way. And no matter where or what Rey is challenged with, he can
learn anything, overcome and Thrive.

Favorite Quote: “Today is a good day. I woke up this morning!” (Rey Mellomida)

